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The next industrial revolution—Industry 5.0—will increase production efficiencies 
through the use of collaborative robots, or cobots. Unlike traditional robots, 
cobots can work and move safely alongside humans, free of cages, wires, or safe 
zones. This holds true for a variety of sectors, ranging from manufacturing 
to warehouses to healthcare.

Whether they use wheels, legs, or aerial propulsion, today’s state-of-the-art cobot 
designs rely on autonomous mobile robot (AMR) technology. AMRs use 
numerous subsystems, with artificial perception being the most sophisticated, 
time consuming, and costly to develop from the ground up.

The technology behind artificial perception, simultaneous localization and 
mapping (SLAM), enables cobots to recognize their surroundings and provides 
spatial awareness. In general, that technology serves as the foundation for deep 
learning algorithms, allowing cobots to move freely and safely around factories, 
hospitals, and other spaces that may be shared with humans.

Different types of SLAM combine sensors and software to empower a cobot to 
perceive its location and its surrounding environment. “By fusing this form of 
perception with algorithms for artificial intelligence (AI), a cobot can independently 
plan its route from point A to point B and control its movement through acceleration, 
braking, and steering.” says Taro Murai, President and CEO of Kudan USA, a provider 
of artificial-perception technologies.

Figure 1: VHub ROS serves advanced navigation and VSLAM function with speedy path correction time.

SLAM Types
The most deployed types of advanced SLAM used in AMR-enhanced cobots are Direct 
and Indirect Visual SLAM, and 3D LiDAR-based SLAM. Note that 2D-Lidar based 
SLAM has been used previously with some limitations. Each type of advanced SLAM 
uses different sensors, such as cameras, inertial measurement units (IMUs), global 
navigation satellite systems (GNSSs), time-of-flight cameras, and light detection and 
ranging (LiDAR). Data collected by these sensors is processed by software to perform 
mapping and localization, which further enable obstacle avoidance and path planning.

https://www.kudan.io/
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Direct Visual SLAM takes advantage of increased CPU processing and camera 
performance to create a higher-accuracy 3D reconstruction of the world. This 
offers robust tracking, especially in featureless environments or in those that 
contain changing weather or lighting conditions. 

Indirect Visual SLAM uses more selective feature points gathered by sensors to 
construct a map in real time on consumer-grade computers and mobile devices. 
However, Direct Visual SLAM provides an advantage in use cases requiring 
robustness against dynamic outdoor scenery changes and feature-less 
environments to form a map. Combining such traditional SLAM methods with 
deep learning further enhances the robustness in AMR applications, e.g. by 
detecting and excluding dynamic objects in the mapping and localization process.  

3D LiDAR-based SLAM takes measurements along X, Y, and Z axes in real time 
by quickly emitting laser pulses and measuring their reflection to collect 3D 
spatial data, thereby increasing accuracy in determining position and distance. 
Cobots must choose the most suitable SLAM type with the right sensor 
configuration to achieve higher degrees of precision and productivity.

For instance, Kudan has packaged all three advanced SLAM varieties together 
with Artisense, a Kudan group company based in Munich, as Kudan GrandSLAM 
software. “Its flexibility and configuration options eliminate the need for expensive 
or complex sensors, while providing commercial-grade performance,” says Murai. 
Advantages include high accuracy, low processing time, robust system stability, 
map scalability, simple integration, and cross-platform portability.

Algorithms that handle planning and control sit on top of the GrandSLAM 
software. They process data collected by sensors, enabling a cobot to use its 
perception of space, including its location and that of any obstacles, to move 
safely and perform its tasks (Figure 1).

Figure 2: Kudan GrandSLAM software can provide the most suitable SLAM offering for each 
cobot application for improved accuracy. 

https://www.kudan.io/our_technology
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A Game Changer: the AMR Development Kit
For developers just entering the AMR market, building a cobot could require high 
upfront costs and a large time investment to gain expertise. However, solutions 
are available to ease the development.

“The VHub ROS Development Kit helps developers overcome those obstacles,” 
said Kev Wang, product manager at Vecow. “It provides a robust, safe, secure, 
and reliable one-stop turnkey solution for building AMRs that can reduce AI 
training time by 30%. It also supports four simultaneous AI models running on top 
of SLAM software and speeds deployment time by 3X.”

The kit supports cloud-based computing systems, sensors, and software, and 
comes with a commercial-grade solution from Vecow’s verified partners. 
Moreover, the kit, which is part of the VHub robot operating system (ROS) 
solution, is available for either Intel or NVIDIA processors, and contains a ROS 2 
framework and SDKs for perception, vision, and robotic control as well as deterministic 
EtherCAT networking (Figure 2).

“Taken together,” says Wang, “the Kit reduces costs and increases success, 
enabling more segments of the industrial market to take advantage of cobot 
development while lowering overhead and improving product development efficiency.”

Figure 3: The VHub ROS solution from Vecow speeds cobot development time to market 
across a wide range of verticals.

www.vecow.com
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Perception SDK Cuts Software Integration Time
Essential to cutting development time and maintaining high reliability, the 
Perception SDK, which is included in the VHub ROS solution, integrates a 
software package containing a ROS2 framework for hosting SLAM libraries, such 
as Kudan’s GrandSLAM software. The libraries are housed in a wrapper, or 
container, and integrated using APIs.

The Perception SDK offers vision AI and robotic control function stacks (Figure 
3). It includes a training and inferencing engine and support for more than 200 
pre-trained models as well as for NVIDIA technology and Intel’s OpenVINO 
toolkit, which enhances neural-network optimization and acceleration. The SDK 
also provides a robotic control component with real-time operating system 
(RTOS) support for developing real-time motion, actuation, I/O control, and 
communicating over deterministic Ethernet (EtherCAT). 

“The reliability element is also due in part to sensor drivers and other software 
components being certifiable to industry standards. That includes the RTOS,” 
says Wang. “And compatibility with the Intel Edge Control for Industrial Platform 
provides interoperability and portability between the different IT/OT applications 
developed using the Perception SDK.”

Figure 4: The Perception SDK saves times on software integration and verification.

Hardware Choices Streamline Development
To further simplify the development process, developers have a choice of VHub 
ROS solution hardware to run the Perception SDK. This facilitates building a 
variety of cobots using AMR technology with low-latency controllers capable of 
receiving multiple sensor/software inputs and outputting commands to multiple 
peripherals. The results are cobots that are adept at multi-tasking and determinism 
as well as improved safety and reliability.

Each option provides enough processing and memory to work with the Kudan 
GrandSLAM software for Direct and Indirect Visual SLAM and 3D LiDAR SLAM.
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Figure 5: VHub ROS is available as a line of three different kits that integrate proven hardware, 
software, and tools into a single platform optimized for different AMR requirements.

A series of products from Vecow can be considered when implementing an AMR, 
including the VHR SPC-7000 Series Starter Kit, the VHR ABP-3000 Series 
Development Kit, and the VHR ECX-2200 PEG Series AI-Driven Kit (Figure 5). 
The Starter Kit consists of an 11th Gen Intel Core i7/i5/i3 Processor (Tiger Lake) 
 in an ultra-compact fanless embedded box. It also features a 1-GigE LAN, a 
2.5-GigE LAN, 10-Gbit USB, and other standard I/O.

The Development Kit centers around an 8th Gen Intel Core U-series Processor 
(Whiskey Lake) and sits in an ultra-slim fanless embedded box. It boasts four 
GigE LAN ports with 2 PoE+ channels, one Mini PCIe port, and two DDR4 
sockets. Finally, the AI-Driven Kit is designed with a workstation-grade 10th Gen 
Intel Xeon/Core i9/i7/i5/i3 processor as well as NVIDIA Tesla/Quadro/GeForce 
graphics, six GigE LAN ports with four PoE+ channels, and two front-access SSD 
trays. All three platforms can operate in an extended temperature range.

A Wide Range of Use Cases Increases Demand
As more sectors seek to benefit from cobots, demand for SLAM-based AMR 
platforms will increase. While optimizing warehouses and supply chains through 
cobots that perform pick-and-place, packaging, and palletizing are critical use 
cases, many other industries see value in the technology. Healthcare cobots can 
work in clinical settings as well as the lab; process cobots can glue, drill and 
weld; tending cobots can load and unload machines; finishing cobots can 
grind, deburr, and polish; and cobots equipped with machine vision can 
perform quality inspection.

www.vecow.com/dispUploadBox/PJ-VECOW/Files/6885.pdf
www.vecow.com/dispUploadBox/PJ-VECOW/Files/6885.pdf
www.vecow.com/dispUploadBox/PJ-VECOW/Files/6885.pdf
www.vecow.com/dispUploadBox/PJ-VECOW/Files/6885.pdf
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With so many applications and more coming, more vendors are entering the 
SLAM and AMR space. For instance, Vecow not only invests in AMR R&D, but 
also partners with other companies. In addition to Kudan, the list includes 
Foxconn, Ennoconn, Compal communications, Virtuoso Robotics, and HPC Systems. 

Figure 6: VHub ROS serves a smart AMR solution with comprehensive ecosystem.

“The potential for SLAM and AMR to transform industries is truly unlimited,” says 
Wang, “And we’re excited to be involved in the technology.”

Visit www.vecow.com for more information. 
Contact us at info@vecow.com.

www.vecow.com
info@vecow.com
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About Vecow
Vecow is a team of global embedded experts. We are dedicated to 
designing, developing, producing, and selling industrial-grade computer 
products. All of our products are leading in performance, trusted in 
reliability, exhibit advanced technology, and innovative concepts. Vecow 
offers AI-ready Inference Systems, AI Computing Systems, Fanless 
Embedded Systems, Vehicle Computing Systems, Robust Computing 
Systems, Single Board Computers, Multi-Touch Computers, Multi-Touch 
Displays, Frame Grabbers, Embedded Peripherals and Design & 
Manufacturing Services with leading performance, trusted reliability, 
advanced technology, and innovative concept.

Vecow aims to be your trusted embedded business partner. Our experienced 
service team is dedicated to creating and maintaining strong partnerships 
and one-stop integrated solutions. Our services are specific and consider 
each partner’s unique needs in regards to: Autonomous Car, Robotic 
Control, Rolling Stock, Public Surveillance, Traffic Vision, Smart Automation, 
Deep Learning, and any AIoT/Industry 4.0 applications.

Visit www.vecow.com for more information.
Contact us at info@vecow.com
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